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This is a continuation of our previous paper [2]. For the reader’s con- 
venience, we list the notation as follows: 
Let R f := [0, x), N be the set of nonnegative integers and n a positive 
integer. For x = (x, ,..., x,), .y = (I’, ,..., ,:,,). 1 = (l,..., 1 ), 6 = (0 ,..., 0) E N” 
and u: N” -+ R + , we define 
(a) x := (x,, .?), where .C= (x2 ,..., x,). 
(b) x < J’ if and only if x, < ~1, for i = l,..., n. 
(c) x;J U(J) := ~;~-(I..~X;;-,:u(y ,,..., y,,), Z;-(! 4~) := 0 for 
some x, = 0, 
(d) n,;r; U(J) := n;r:..d...n~~=:,u(l’,,..., J,,). n;r ; u(y) := I for 
some x, = 0. 
(e) Au,,(x) := u(x, + I, 2) -u(x), Au,,(x) := u(x,, x2+ 1, x3 ,..., x,) 
- u(x),..., AU,“(X) := u(x, )..., x, _, , x, + 1) - u(x), and so on. 
THEOREM I. Let u(s), k(x): N” + R + and J‘(x; s): N2” + R _ u’ith s Q x. 
, -- i 
u(x) d k(x) + c ./lx; .s) u(s), 
.\ 0 
.for x E N” 
then 
where 
K(x) := sup{k(s):ks<x}, F(x;s) := sup{~(r;.s):0Qr,<x} 
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Proqf: For any fixed point Y of N”, it follows from ( 1) and (3) that 
A-i 
Setting 
u(x) < K( Y) + c F( Y; s) u(s), for O<X< Y. 
5 = ii 
V( Y; x) := K( Y) + ‘xi F( Y: s) u(s) + E (1; > 0) (4) 
5 - d 
so, by (4), 
u(x) < V( Y; x) 
and 
A”V,( Y; x) = F( Y; x) u(x) < F( Y; .u) V( Y; x). (5) 
It follows from (5) that 
A”. I” 
II to I ( Y; s,,..., .t-,,- ,, .I-,, + I ) A” -- ’ I’,, .\” ,( Y; x) 
- V( Y; .Y, )..., x,, , , s, + I ) V( Y; x) 
,< F( Y; x). 
Keeping s ,,..., x,- , fixed in the above inequality, setting x,, = s,, and sum- 
ming over .s,, = 0. I,..., Y,, - I, we have 
A” Iv,, ,” ,( Y; Xl )..., .Y, ,, Y,,) )n ’ 
V( Y; .r I ,..., -y, , 3 Y,) 
6 c F( Y; x, ,.... x,, , , s,). 
>,t = 0 
Continuing in this way and using the method described in [2], we have 
Vt,(Y;.~,, n V( Y;x, + I, P) P 7 
V(Y;.u,, Y) = V(Y;.r,, Y) - 
I d c F(Y;.r,,S). 
< 6 
Keeping t fixed in this inequality, setting s, = s,. and taking the product 
over s, = 0, l,..., Y, - 1. WC have 
u(Y)d V(Y; Y)6 [K(Y)+c] ‘h’ F(Y;s,,s) . 
>I =o I 
Letting c JO and replacing Y by .r, we obtain the desired result (2). 
Remurk 1. For n = 1, the continuous analoguc of Theorem 1 is due to 
Butler and Rogers [I]. 
As an application of Theorem I, we have the following 
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THEOREM 2. Let u, k, A K, F be defined as in Theorem 1. Let g(x; s): 
N2n+ R, with s<x. If 
x-i s-i 
U(X) d k(x) + c f(x; s) u(s) + c g(s; t) u(t) 
1 
, for XE N” (6) 
s=6 ,=i, 
then 
x, - 1 n-1 
u(x) d K(x) n 1 + 1 [IF(x; ~1,;) + G(x; SIT $)I (7) 
s, =o J= a 
OY 
.x -i 3, - 1 
u(x)<k(x)+ c f(x;s) K(s) n 
5=6 I, =o 
1 + c [F(s; t,, I) + G(s; t,, ?)I , 
i=a 
(8) 
where G(x;s):= sup{g(t;s):6dt<x}. 
Proof. Let 
x-i 
Then 
w(x) := u(x) + c g(x; t) u(t). 
r=ci 
u(x) d w(x) 
and, by (6), 
x - i T-i 
u(x) = w(x) - 1 g(x; s) u(s) < k(x) + 1 f(x; s) w(s). 
s=(=j s = 6 
Thus 
x-i 
(9) 
(10) 
Applying Theorem 1, we have 
x*- 1 2-I 
w(x)GK(x) n 1+ c CF(x;s,,s)+G(x;s,,~)] (11) 
F, =o :=I3 
From (9) and (11) we have the desired result (7). From (10) and (11) we 
have the desired result (8). 
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Remark 2. The discrete inequalities established in this paper can also 
be extended either to nonlinear cases as shown in [2], or continuous 
analogues, or both; we omit the details. 
!Vore added in prooj After this paper was accepted for publication, the author found 
that a continuous analogue of inequality (7) was observed by Professor Beesack [ 19114. 
Zbl. 507.26007]. 
A simpler proof of Theorem 1 is as follows. For any fixed point Y of IV”. it follows from ( 1) 
and (3) that 
t-i 
By Corollary 1 of [2]. WC have 
u(x) c K( Y) “fl’ 
[ 
ii 
1+ x F(Y;s,.i) 
.,,-0 i-n 1 
. for i)<.rQ Y. (12) 
In particular. ( 12) holds for .X - Y. Replacing Y by s in (12) gives the desired result (2). 
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